
THE CLASSICAL ASSOCIATION
T H E objects of the Classical Association are to promote the development and
maintain the well-being of classical studies, and in particular (a) to impress upon
public opinion the claim of such studies to an eminent place in the national
scheme of education; (6) to improve the practice of classical teaching; (c) to
encourage investigation and call attention to new discoveries; (d) to create
opportunities for intercourse among lovers of classical learning.

Membership of the Association is open to men and women alike. The annual
subscription is 53. (life composition, £3 I5s.)t and there is an entrance fee of 5s.
(not charged to Libraries). Members receive a copy of the annual Proceedings
of the Association and, on a payment of 2s. 6d., of The Year's Work in Classical
Studies (both post free). They may also obtain the Classical Review and Classical
Quarterly at reduced prices (Review 10s., Quarterly 13s; combined subscription
£1 is.), though the reduction cannot be guaranteed unless the subscription is paid
before January 31st in each year. Greece and Rome may be obtained for an annual
subscription of 7s. 6d.

Applications for membership should be addressed to the Hon. Treasurer,
Miss E. C. Gedge, c/o The Triangle Offices. Inquiries should be sent to
The Triangle Offices, 6i, South Molton Street, W. 1, addressed either, to the Hon.
Secretaries of the Association (Mr. R. M. Rattenbury and Professor T. B. L.
Webster) or to the Hon. Secretary of any one of the District Branches—viz.,
Aberystwyth, Bedfordshire, Birmingham, Bristol, Cambridge, East Anglia,
Cardiff, Hull, Kent, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool, London, Manchester, Nor-
thumberland and Durham, North Wales, Nottingham, Oxford, Reading, Sheffield,
Southampton, South-Western, Sussex, Swansea, Taunton and West Somerset.

VoL IV (the concluding Volume) in Two Parts

THE PALACE OF MINOS
A Comparative Account of the Successive Stages of the Early
Cretan Civilization as illustrated by the Discoveries at Knossos

By SIR ARTHUR EVANS, D.Litt., etc., F.R.S.
With 966 figures in the Text, Plans, Coloured and Supplementary Plates. Crown 4to. £g 9s. net

Forty years after the beginning of the exploration it has been given to the author to complete this
final volume. The work now forms a real Encyclopaedia of Minoan art and culture.

'' The great work is accomplished, the biggest piece of creative scholarship since the
completion of the Dtcliru and Fall of the Roman Empire. For, different in kind as
has been the life work of Sir Arthur Evans, in scale, originality, and range of learning
it LS comparable with that of Gibbon."

Professor IV. R. Halliday (Manchester Guardian).

" It is impossible to exaggerate oar debt to Sir Arthur Evans, and the aesthete as well
as the archaeologist will find this great book, now at last completed, packed with
fascinating reproductions, and productive of curious speculations."

New Statesman and Nation.

•„" Illustrated Prospectus post free on application.
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